Environment and Water Matter!

Semester 1, 2012 Research Colloquium and Workshop Series
Presented by Flinders School of the Environment

7 March: 4:00-5:15pm
PROFESSOR DEAN CARSON
Flinders University
Where is the rural and remote ‘spine’ of Australia and what does its future hold?
A talk largely about populations and a bit about economies...

14 March: 3:30-4:45 pm
DR JAMES WARD
University of South Australia
Global fossil fuel depletion: implications for greenhouse gas emissions and climate change risk.

21 March: 3:30-4:45 pm
PROFESSOR JERZY FILAR
Flinders University
Sustainability Screw: A Mathematical Perspective on Some Problems of Environmental Modelling

4 April: 3:30-4:45pm
SUSAN JEANES
Chief Executive, Australian Geothermal Energy Association Inc
The potential for geothermal energy development in Australia

2 May: 4:00-5:15pm
DR LINDSAY HUTLEY
Charles Darwin University
Carbon and water resources of north Australia: ancient lands, new ideas

9 May: 3:30-4:45pm
Workshop:
A panel of experts from Flinders University will discuss matters related to effective ways to publish research.

16 May: 3:30-4:45pm
Dr UDOY SAIKIA
Flinders University
Population and Sustainable Development: The North-South Dichotomy

20 June: 3:30-4:45pm
PROFESSOR JORG HACKER
Flinders University
30 years of using airborne platforms for environmental research - some past present and future highlights

6 June: 4:00-5:15pm
PROFESSOR BRIAN PRIESTLY
Monash University
Water quality standards and guidance for the protection of human health and the environment: How they are established.

13 June: 3:30-5:00pm
Dr DIRK MALLANTS
Belgian Nuclear Research Centre SCK•CEN
Subsurface modelling of water flow and contaminant transport

2 May: 4:00-5:15pm
DR LINDSAY HUTLEY
Charles Darwin University
Carbon and water resources of north Australia: ancient lands, new ideas

Visit the School website for more information about individual presentations:
Contact: Ms Kaye Hampton (08) 7221 8576 or kaye.hampton@flinders.edu.au